
Paint It Black
About five-six years ago a trend began popping up in the design world, it was super

aggressive and totally radical in its punk rock insistence: painting your building or home
completely black, the whole thing, trim and all. The images that began surfacing online fell into
two categories. The first being a home in a remote landscape, like a farmhouse in the snow, or a
cabin in the woods. The second being a building in a densely populated historic core, with little
to no space between structures. Both options used the obsidian contrast to insert its otherness
into the surrounding landscape/cityscape. To insist on otherness in this way also can be
described as a dominant gesture by first separating from through the use of such drastic
contrast.

These renegade buildings shock the landscape by
either being directly up against their counterparts or by being
remotely isolated in a natural landscape, which of course
creates the same result of contrast. These buildings as forms
insist on their otherness. No brick or plank, no trim or carving
so precious, no detail so unique in architectural importance
to not be colored in shadow.

But Really?
June 29, 2016.
I took a road trip from Los Angeles to Seattle in 2016.

Stopping in San Francisco on the second day I made a point
to visit one of these--then--anomalous sites. A trim Victorian
all slender and overtly fancy amongst her brothers and
sisters painted head to toe in BLACK. This form in real life
was not as compelling and I was surprised by how quickly
the design gesture collapsed in front of me.

The context of the city, the reality of people moving
through an inhabited space, ratified an image usually seen
through the static self-referencing space of the internet. The
blackhouse was no longer just an image. A photo that
expresses contrast. Instead an actual insistence of
difference amongst the world. Here is where my enjoyment
for the gesture of painting your building villainously black
began to unravel. Slowly admittedly, but still, it began to turn.

Now of course five years later this trend is about as common as they come. It's not rare
at all to see homes, businesses, commercial spaces painted Caviar, Inkwell, Bohemian Black,
and Anchors Away. These homes now make me think about issues of conformity, about
aesthetics, the aesthetics of taste and bad taste or even really really good taste, high-end taste
and how it all can be repulsive and how something may initially look punk rock is anything but.
Instead, it is an arrogant insistence on taste that sets you apart not because of anything but
your own insistence on the need to stand out and be different or at the very least perceived as
different from your neighbor. That is until you are deep within stage 3 then you are the neighbor
that wants to belong and be “on trend”.




